INFORMATION
for those arriving to Szeged Regional Court of Appeal

Address of Szeged Regional Court of Appeal: 5 Sóhordó Street, Szeged 6721
(on the corner of the streets Dugonics and Sóhordó)
1.) Approaching the building:
If you are coming to Szeged by train: the train station is located at number 2 Indóház square
in Szeged.
On foot: The court can be reached from the train station within 30-40 minutes walking
distance through the route Boldogasszony avenue, Aradi square, Kelemen street, Széchenyi
square, Dózsa street, Dugonics street.
By public transport: The tram line Nr. 1 runs from the train station directly to the stop
„Anna kút” in 10 minutes from where the court can be reached in about 4 minutes through the
Tisza Lajos boulevard and Dugonics street. (Tickets can also be bought on-board the tram.)
If you are coming by bus:
The bus station is located in Mars square.
On foot: The court can be reached from the bus station within 20-25 minutes walking
distance through the route Mérey street, Tisza Lajos avenue, Dugonics street.
By public transport: “Rókusi templom” tram stop (40 Kossuth Lajos boulevard) is 5 minutes
walking distance from the bus station. Departing from here by tram line Nr. 1 the first stop is
“Anna kút”, from where you can walk along Tisza Lajos avenue and through Dugonics street
to the court building.
If you are coming by car:
Those coming by car can find parking spaces in Sóhordó and Dugonics streets. Please note,
that the parking spaces located directly by the court building can only be used with
permission of the court. Parking in Szeged is subject to fees, you need valid tickets in
advance.
More information about parking in English: http://szepark.hu/en

2.) Entering the building:
No weapons, ammunition, explosive substances, blasting agents, or dangerous tools can be
brought to the court building except for those necessary for procedural purposes or used by
the members of law enforcement agencies. The court security staff is entitled to check and
control this by the means of various safety techniques and methods (including security gates,
metal detectors and x-ray machines).
3.) Bearing witness is an obligation of citizenship. The summoned witness has a duty to
appear in court.
If the witness cannot be present in court, he/she needs to notify the court in advance in writing
with a reference to the case-number and with proof of obstacle attached.
The witness needs to bring along the subpoena, identification papers and proof of address to
trial.
The designated waiting-space is the corridor in front of the court-rooms, equipped with seats.
The enclosed handling of witness personal data is available upon request.
4.) Appearance, clothing and behaviour must reflect the respect of the court. Heads must be
uncovered in the court-room. The trial is led by the judge and his/her orders must be followed
by everyone present. The witness can only be asked and taken pictures or recordings of with
the permission of the presiding judge.
5.) More information about the rights and obligations of witnesses and about the appearance
in court is available
every working day from 8 to 10 and from 14 to 15
in civil matters from dr. Györgyi KÁLMÁN and from dr. Katalin GRUBER,
in criminal matters from dr. Lilla LUKÁCS and from dr. Katalin DOBOS,
who can be reached via

-

phone: +36 62 568 568,
e-mail: elnok@szegeditb.birosag.hu,
web: http://szegediitelotabla.birosag.hu/, or
in person: 5 Sóhordó Street, Szeged 6721.

